Abstract. In this paper we survey some results in inductive inference showing how learnability of a class of languages may depend on hypothesis space chosen. We also discuss results which consider how learnability is effected if one requires learning with respect to every suitable hypothesis space. Additionally, optimal hypothesis spaces, using which every learnable class is learnable, is considered.
Introduction
A learning scenario can be described as follows. Consider a learner (a computable device) receiving data, one piece at a time, about some target concept (which is from a class of possible concepts). As the learner is receiving its data, it conjectures a possible description of the target concept. One may consider the learner to be successful if its sequence of conjectures converges to a correct description of the target concept.
In this paper we will be mostly concerned with language learning. A language is some recursively enumerable (r.e.) subset of a universal set. By appropriate coding, one may take the universal set to be the set of natural numbers, N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. For learning languages, the data provided to the learner is usually the set of positive examples of the language, one element at a time, where all the elements are eventually provided and no non-elements of the language are provided. This form of data presentation is called a text for the language. This model originates from the observation that in many natural situations, such as language learning by children or in astronomy, one gets essentially only positive data. A related model of data presentation, called informant, is when the learner is presented with all elements of the universal set, appropriately classified as positive or negative with respect to the target language. The conjectures of the learner take the form of a grammar from some hypothesis space (we always assume that hypothesis space is an r.e. indexing of r.e. languages; in some cases we additionally assume that membership question for hypothesis i is decidable effectively in i -in these cases the hypothesis space is an indexed family of recursive languages). A criterion of success, as considered above, is for the sequence of grammars to converge to a grammar for the target language. This is essentially the criterion of learning first considered by Gold [Gol67] , and commonly called explanatory learning (abbreviated TxtEx-learning, for explanatory learning from text, and InfEx-learning, for explanatory learning from informant). Note that the learner is expected to succeed on all possible order of presentation of the elements of the target language.
Learning of one language is usually not much interesting as some learner, which always outputs the grammar for this language, will succeed. What is more interesting is whether some learner can learn all the languages from a class L of languages.
We now formally define the criterion described above. A sequence is a mapping from N or an initial segment of N to N ∪ {#}. An information sequence is a mapping from N or an initial segment of N to (N × {0, 1}) ∪ {#}. Content of a (information) sequence σ, denoted content(σ), is range(σ) − {#} (# is considered as a pause symbol, representing no data. This is useful when one considers presenting data for empty language). Let SEQ denote the set of all finite sequences. Let SEG denote the set of all finite information sequences σ such that {(x, y), (x, z)} ⊆ content(σ) implies y = z (we only care about consistent information sequences). An infinite sequence T is a text for a language L iff content(T ) = L. We let T (with or without subscripts/superscripts) range over texts. An infinite information sequence I is an informant for a language L iff content(I) = {(x, χ L (x)) : x ∈ N}, where χ L is the characteristic function for the language L. We let I (with or without subscripts/superscripts) range over informants. T [n] (respectively I[n]) denotes the finite sequence consisting of the first n elements in the sequence T (respectively I).
A learning machine (also called a learner) is an algorithmic mapping (possibly partial) from SEQ or SEG (depending on whether one is considering learning from texts or informants) to N ∪ {?}. A learner M converges on a text T to i (denoted M (T )↓ = i) iff for all but finitely many n, M (T [n]) = i. Convergence on information sequence I is defined similarly.
Here one interprets the output of the learner as an index for some language in a hypothesis space. Thus output i would represent the conjecture H i , where H 0 , H 1 , . . . is the hypothesis space used by the learner. The output of ? denotes that the learner is not making a formal conjecture (this is useful when one considers some special cases, such as bounding the number of mind changes made by the learner).
is defined for all n, and (ii) there exists an
One can similarly define InfEx H -identification, where one replaces texts in the above definition by informants.
As the learner has seen only finitely many inputs before it converges to its final hypothesis, some form of learning must have taken place. We use the terms identify, learn, infer as synonyms for this reason.
Note that in the above model of learning, the learner does not know when it has converged to its final hypothesis. If one additionally requires this kind of ability from the learner, then the learning criterion is equivalent to finite learning, where the learner is allowed to make only one conjecture.
One can similarly define InfFin H -identification. Since Gold [Gol67] , various other criteria of learning have been explored in the literature, specially those which require some additional properties on the conjectures of the learner. We will consider some of them in Section 2. We refer the reader to [AS83,BB75,CS83,JORS99,Wie78,WZ95,ZZ08] for some literature on the topic.
Note that the hypothesis space chosen for interpreting the conjectures of the learner may play a crucial role in whether the learner is successful in identifying the language. A commonly used hypothesis space is the standard acceptable programming system: W 0 , W 1 , . . . (see [Rog67] ). The class TxtEx does not depend on the exact acceptable programming system chosen, as the acceptable programming system can be translated effectively into each other. However, if one considers other programming systems such as Friedberg numbering [Fri58] as hypothesis space or requires some other properties (such as membership question about hypotheses being decidable, or whether the hypothesis space depends on the class being learnt (for example, not allowing the hypothesis space to contain languages other than those in the class of languages under consideration)), then it may effect the classes which are learnable. This paper surveys some of the results which show how learnability depends on the type of hypothesis spaces allowed.
In Section 2 we define some commonly used criteria of learning. In section 3 we consider the special case of learning indexed families, where often the hypothesis space allowed depends on the class of languages being learnt. In section 4 we consider hypothesis spaces being restricted programming systems, such as Friedberg numberings. In section 5 we consider whether learning is at all possible if one requires learning in all (reasonable) possible hypothesis spaces. In section 6 we consider optimal hypothesis spaces in the sense that if learning a class is possible using any hypothesis space, then the class can be learnt using the given hypothesis space.
In the rest of the paper, for ease of notation, we will omit the hypothesis space from the subscript of learning criteria, and it will be implicit (the allowed hypothesis space may be constrained in some cases due to conventions of the section).
Some Further Criteria of Learning
Below we consider the criteria mainly for learning from texts. Similar definitions can be made for learning from informants also. Below, let H = H 0 , H 1 , . . . be the hypothesis space used by the learner.
We first consider two generalizations of explanatory learning. The following generalization considers semantic convergence rather than syntactic convergence to the correct hypothesis by the learner. A learner M is said to behaviourally correctly learn (abbreviated: TxtBc-learn) [Bār74b,CL82] a language L iff for all texts T for L, for all but finitely many n, H M (T [n]) = L. One can similarly define TxtBc learning of a class, and TxtBc the set of all behaviourally correctly learnable classes. It can be shown that TxtBc is a strict generalization of TxtEx-learning if one allows arbitrary hypothesis spaces [CS83, Bār74b] .
The following criterion is somewhere between explanatory and behaviourally correct learning. It allows the learner to eventually vacillate between finitely many correct hypotheses. A learner M is said to vacillatory learn (abbreviated: TxtFex-learn) [Cas99] a language L iff it TxtBc-learns the language L and on all texts T for L, it outputs at most finitely many distinct grammars (in other words, the learner eventually vacillates between finitely many correct grammars for the language). One can similarly define TxtFex learning of a class, and TxtFex the set of all vacillatorily learnable classes.
We now turn our attention to requiring some properties that the learner (its hypotheses) must satisfy. A learner M is said to be conservative
. That is, M changes its hypothesis only if it finds evidence of inconsistency of its earlier conjecture. Learner M conservatively learns (Conserv-identifies) L if it TxtEx-identifies L and is conservative on L. Conserv-identification of a class of languages and the class Conserv can be defined similarly. When using acceptable numberings as hypothesis spaces, requiring learners to be conservative is a restriction on the learning capabilities of the machines [Ang80b] .
A learner M is said to be
(that is the learner behaves strong monotonically as long as the input data does not contradict the hypothesis conjectured). The criteria of learning corresponding to the above properties being satisfied by the learner, in addition to TxtExlearning the target language, are respectively called SMon, Mon and WMon.
Let L denote N − L, the complement of L.
[LZK96] considered the dual of above monotonic requirements, where for dual strong monotonic learning of
. The criteria of learning corresponding to the above properties being satisfied by the learner, in addition to TxtEx-learning the target language, are respectively called DSMon, DMon and DWMon.
[LZK96] explore the relationship between the above (dual) monotonic criteria of learning.
A
. Consistency seems like a natural requirement, as if the hypothesis is not consistent, then it is obviously wrong. However, when using general hypothesis spaces such as acceptable numberings, it can be shown that requiring consistency restricts learning capabilities of the machines [Bār74a] . A learner M is confident [OSW86] if it converges on every text, even if the text is for a language outside the class of languages being learnt. Confidence is restrictive: it can be shown that even simple classes, such as the class of all finite languages, cannot be learnt confidently. One can define the corresponding learning criteria for learners satisfying consistency and confidence properties (for I-learning) similarly. These criteria are called respectively ConsI and Conf I.
That is the output of the learner depends only on the content of the input, and not on its length or order. For acceptable programming systems as hypothesis space, it can be shown that set drivenness restricts the learning capabilities of machines [SR84] . A learner M is rearrangement-independent [BB75, Ful90] if content(σ) = content(τ ) and length(σ) = length(τ ), implies M (σ) = M (τ ). That is the output of the learner depends only on the content and length of the input, and not on the order of the elements in it. Unlike most other requirements considered, rearrangement independence is not restrictive for explanatory learning [Ful90] , when one considers acceptable numberings as hypothesis spaces. One can define the corresponding learning criteria for learners satisfying set drivenness and rearrangement independence (for I-learning) similarly. These criteria are called s-I and r-I.
Learning Indexed Families
Angluin [Ang80b] considered learnability of indexed family of recursive languages. A class of languages L consisting of languages L 0 , L 1 , . . . (with the corresponding indexing) is said to be an indexed family iff there exists a recursive function f such that f (i, x) = 1 iff x ∈ L i . Many of the commonly studied classes of languages, such as the class of regular languages or context free languages, are indexed families.
For learning indexed families, the hypothesis space is usually considered to be an indexed family also. Additionally, one often considers the following requirements (see [LZ93a, LZ93c] Note that in (b) and (c), there are several possible hypothesis spaces that might be used -if learning can be successfully done with respect to any of such hypothesis spaces, then one considers the class to be learnable according to the corresponding criterion.
We prefix E, or C (where denotes empty string) to the names of the criteria of learning to denote whether we are considering exact, class preserving or class comprising learning. This convention on criteria names is for this section only.
Lange and Zeugmann [LZ93a, LZ93c] showed that ETxtEx = TxtEx = CTxtEx and ETxtFin = TxtFin = CTxtFin. Thus, for explanatory and finite learning, choosing an appropriate hypothesis space (in the sense of exact, class preserving or class comprising) is not so crucial.
However, for monotonic learning, the choice of different kind of hypothesis spaces makes a critical difference.
Proof of Theorem 4 in [LZ93b] shows that EDMon ⊂ DMon. We do not know if anyone has explicitly shown that DMon ⊂ CDMon, but it can be shown as follows. Here we do the diagonalization even against DMon learners using some (class preserving) r. e. indexing of languages as hypothesis space. Thus, we can consider the hypothesis of the learner as coming from an acceptable programming system, where the learner only conjectures grammars for the languages in the class being learnt. Let ·, · denote some computable bijective coding from N × N to N. Similarly, ·, ·, · denotes some computable bijective coding from
. . denote a recursive enumeration of all learning machines. Let T i be the canonical text for L i given by T i (j) = i, 0, j . Let s i > 0 denote the first s found, if any in some standard search, such that content(
. Let r i denote the time needed to find s i , if defined (where we assume
[ZLK95] gave some interesting characterization of classes which are (strong, weak) monotonically learnable in dependence of hypothesis space.
Even though TxtEx does not depend on whether one chooses class preserving, exact or class comprising hypothesis space, if one considers restricting the number of mind changes to a non-zero value, then learnability does depend on what kind of hypothesis space one chooses. Let TxtEx m (see [CS83] ) denote the criterion of learning where the learner is allowed at most m mind changes (here a change from ? to a proper conjecture (member of N) is not counted as a mind change). 
It is easy to verify that L is an indexed family, and L ∈ CTxtEx m . However L ∈ TxtEx m (using a class preserving hypothesis space), as either s i is not defined (and thus M i does not TxtEx-identify L i ∈ L i ) or the conjecture output by M i on T i [s i ] is not for any language in {L If one considers iterative learning (where the learner's hypotheses depend only on its last hypothesis and current data, rather than all the data it has seen so far) [Wie76, LZ96a] , then [LZ96a] showed that for certain classes and particular class comprising hypothesis spaces iterative learning may outperform conservative learning, though in general iterative learning is contained in conservative learning (for class comprising hypothesis spaces).
[LZK96] also studied how the structure of relationship between various versions of monotonicity/dual monotonicity changes if one considers class comprising hypothesis space as opposed to class preserving/exact hypothesis spaces. For example, CTxtFin ⊂ CDMon, though TxtFin = DMon. Similarly, CDWMon = CTxtEx, though DWMon ⊂ TxtEx, and DSMon ⊂ SMon, though CDSMon and CSMon are incomparable. Thus, not only do the classes learnable (under a learning criterion) depend on the kind of hypothesis spaces that are allowed, but even the relationship among the learning criteria depend on what kind of hypothesis spaces are allowed.
In [LZ96b] the authors study set driven and rearrangement independent learning in dependence of hypothesis space for indexed families (hypothesis space being indexed family too). They showed that for set driven and rearrangement independent learning, the classes that can be finitely learnt does not depend on the type of hypothesis spaces allowed (among the types, exact, class preserving and class comprising).
For explanatory learning, set driven learning forms a hierarchy depending on the type of hypothesis space allowed, whereas for rearrangement independent learning, it does not depend on the type of hypothesis space allowed.
For monotonic learning (all three types) we get a proper hierarchy for both set driven as well as rearrangement independent learning.
We refer the reader to [ZL95] for several other results and characterizations for learning indexed family in dependence on hypothesis spaces.
[LZ04] considered the situation where the learner may make queries regarding certain kind of relationship between a potential hypothesis and the input language. The queries allowed are subset, superset or disjointness queries. The learner, after making a finite number of such queries, outputs a single hypothesis which must be correct for languages in the class being learnt. They showed that the learnability of a class depends very much on whether the hypothesis space (query space) chosen is an indexed family, recursively enumerable (r.e.) family or a limiting r. e. family. [JLZ07] extended above work to learning r.e. classes of r.e. languages.
Special Hypotheses Spaces
In this section we revert back to learning recursively enumerable languages with respect to some fixed hypothesis spaces. Criteria I (such as TxtEx, TxtBc, TxtFin, or TxtFex) without a specified hypothesis space refers to using acceptable numbering as hypothesis space.
A universal numbering is a numbering which contains an index for every recursively enumerable set. Friedberg numberings [Fri58] are universal numberings in which every r.e. language has exactly one index. Friedberg numberings can in some sense be considered "efficient" as they do not have any redundancy. Kenumberings [JS08a] are universal numberings for which grammar equivalence problem for indices is limiting recursive.
Jain and Stephan [JS08a] considered learning using Friedberg numberings or Ke-numberings as hypothesis spaces. ([FKW82] considered learning of functions using Friedberg numberings as hypothesis spaces). For a criteria I of learning, let
FrI (KeI) denote the class of languages which can be learnt under the criteria I using some Friedberg numbering (some Ke-numbering) as hypothesis space. [JS08a] showed that every TxtEx-learnable class can be learnt using some Friedberg numbering as hypothesis space. However, no single Friedberg numbering is enough to be used as hypothesis space for all TxtEx-learnable classes. On the other hand, for finite learning, there are classes of languages which can be finitely learnt (using acceptable numbering as hypothesis spaces), but which cannot be learnt using any Friedberg numbering as hypothesis space. On the other hand, every finitely learnable class can be learnt using some Ke-numbering as hypothesis space.
An interesting result shown by [JS08a] is that a recursively enumerable class can be finitely learnt using some Friedberg numbering as hypothesis space iff it is 1-1 recursively enumerable and finitely learnable.
On the other hand, the situation changes for vacillatory and behaviourally correct learning. There exist behaviourally correctly learnable classes which cannot be behaviourally correctly learnt in any Friedberg numbering.
It is open at this point whether every behaviourally correctly learnable class is behaviourally correctly learnable in some Ke numbering.
On the other hand, for vacillatory learning, there are vacillatorily learnable classes which cannot be vacillatorily learnt in any Ke-numbering. In particular, every class which can be vacillatorily learnt in some Ke-numbering is explanatorily learnable! Theorem 10.
[JS08a] FrTxtFex = KeTxtFex = TxtEx ⊂ TxtFex.
(Here TxtEx ⊂ TxtFex was shown by [Cas99] ). Even though every TxtEx-learnable class is learnable using some Friedberg numbering, the learner may not satisfy some desirable properties. For example, consider non-U-shaped learning. Non-U-shaped learning requires that a learner never abandons a correct hypotheses [BCM + 08]. Every TxtEx-learnable class can also be learnt in a non-U-shaped way using some acceptable numbering as hypothesis space [BCM + 08]. However, even some simple classes, such as the class of all finite sets, cannot be learnt in non-U-shaped way using any Friedberg numbering as hypothesis space. (However, one can do non-U-shaped learning of every TxtEx-learnable class using some Ke-numbering as hypothesis space.) Similar results hold if one considers conservative, monotonic or prudent learning (where in prudent learning [OSW86] , the learner is allowed to output conjectures only for languages which it learns).
However, for consistent learning [Ang80a, Bār74a] one can use Friedberg numbering as hypothesis space for every class of languages which can be consistently learnt using some hypothesis space.
In contrast to the power of using Friedberg numberings in general, there are some Friedberg numberings which make learning almost impossible: only TxtEx-learnable classes which contain finitely many infinite languages could be (explanatorily, behaviourally correctly, or vacillatorily) learnt using such Friedberg numberings as hypothesis space. Similarly, there exist Friedberg numberings, using which as hypothesis space, only inclusion free finite classes of languages can be finitely learnt (a class is inclusion free if no language in the class is included in another language in the class). We refer the reader to [JS08a] for further results on learning using a Friedberg or Ke-numbering as hypothesis spaces.
Prescribed Learning
Until now we have been mostly concentrating on learning using some suitable hypothesis space, perhaps with some constraints such as being class preserving, class comprising or being a Friedberg numbering. What if one requires that the learning has to happen with respect to every suitable hypothesis space? This kind of situation is useful if one expects that the seller provides a learner which works based on the programming system used by any potential buyer, rather than only with the programming system used by the seller. Here one may distinguish between two cases, one where there exists a learner for each of the suitable hypothesis spaces and where one expects the same learner (with hypothesis space being a parameter) to work for all hypothesis spaces. The issue here is of being able to effectively generate a learner given a description of the suitable hypothesis space. Jain, Stephan and Ye [JSY08, JSY07] considered the above situation.
We say that a class L is prescribed I learnable, if for every hypothesis space H ⊇ L, L can be learnt according to the criterion I using H as hypothesis space.
We say that a class L is class-preserving-prescribed I learnable, if for every class preserving hypothesis space H (that is H = L, set wise; the indexing may be different), L can be learnt according to criterion I using H as hypothesis space.
We say that L is uniformly I learnable, if there exists an effective listing M 0 , M 1 , M 2 , . . . of learners such that given a program i describing the hypothesis space H ⊇ L, L can be learnt by M i according to criterion I using H as hypothesis space. Here we say that the program i describes the hypothesis space H if ϕ i (j, x) = 1 iff x ∈ H j (where, when considering indexed family as hypothesis space, we require ϕ i to be total). In above, ϕ i denotes the function computed by the i-th program in some standard acceptable programming system.
One can define uniformly class-preserving learning similarly. For general learnability of r.e. languages, where hypothesis spaces are r.e. classes (rather than indexed families) prescribed learning is quite weak as in some Friedberg numberings only restricted classes can be learnt. Thus, for r.e. languages one normally considers class-preservingly-prescribed (uniformly classpreserving) learning only. Note that the concept class being considered here would be r.e. classes of r.e. languages.
For finite and explanatory learning, uniform learning can very much be done.
Theorem 11.
[JSY07] Every TxtFin-learnable r.e. class of languages is also uniformly class-preservingly TxtFin learnable.
Theorem 12.
[JSY07] Every TxtEx-learnable r.e. class of languages is also uniformly class-preservingly TxtEx-learnable.
For confident learning, there are classes which are class comprisingly confidently learnable but not class preservingly confidently learnable. So we have a restricted version of the above theorems for confident learning.
Theorem 13.
[JSY07] Every class-preservingly confident learnable r.e. class of languages is also uniformly class-preservingly confidently learnable.
[JSY07] also consider behaviourally correct learning and vacillatory learning. Though these criteria are similar to explanatory learning (in semantic sense), it was shown that there are classes behaviourally correctly learnable using classpreserving hypothesis spaces but not class-preservingly-prescribed behaviourally correctly learnable. It is open at this point whether uniform and non-uniform prescribed version of class-preserving learning for behaviourally correct learning are same. Similar question for vacillatory learning is also open.
On the other hand, for conservative learning, prescribed and uniform learning are a restriction and are separated from each other. We now turn our attention to prescribed learning of indexed families. Rest of the section considers learning of indexed families only. Thus, as in Section 3, the hypothesis spaces are assumed to be indexed families.
For finite learning, prescribed and uniform learning are very restricted. However, uniform class-preserving learning can be done for all finitely learnable indexed families. (c) L is prescribed finitely learnable iff the class is finite and inclusion free (that is, any two distinct languages in the class are incomparable by ⊆).
For conservative learning, uniform and prescribed learning imply that (almost) all the languages in the class are cofinite.
If L is prescribed conservatively learnable then all but finitely many languages L ∈ L are cofinite.
Furthermore, uniformly class-preserving conservative learning and prescribed conservative learning are incomparable.
Theorem 17. [JSY08]
(a) There exists a class L which is uniformly class-preservingly conservatively learnable, but not prescribed conservatively learnable. (b) There exists a class L which is prescribed conservatively learnable but not uniformly class-preservingly conservatively learnable.
We now consider the effect of prescribing the hypothesis space for monotonic learning.
On the other hand, the class L = {L i : i ∈ N}, where L i = {i}, is uniformly monotonically learnable.
In contrast to conservative learning, for monotonic learning, uniform learnability implies that the languages in the class are finite. (a) There exists a class L which is uniformly class-preservingly strongmonotonically learnable but not prescribed monotonically learnable. (b) There exists a class L which is prescribed monotonically learnable but not uniformly class-preservingly monotonically learnable. (c) Every prescribed strong-monotonically learnable class is also uniformly classpreservingly strong-monotonically learnable.
Optimal Hypotheses Spaces
As we have seen, chosen hypothesis spaces play a crucial role in whether a learner is able to learn the target class of languages. In this section we consider whether there are hypothesis spaces H which are optimal, in the sense that any class learnable using any hypothesis space is also learnable using the hypothesis space H. This ofcourse depends on the criterion under investigation. Furthermore, we consider whether an hypothesis space being optimal for a particular criterion implies it being optimal for some other criterion. Such studies were done by [JS08b] .
For a criteria of learning I, an hypothesis space H is said to be optimal if any class L, I-learnable using some hypothesis space, is also I learnable using H as hypothesis space. The hypothesis space H is said to be effectively optimal for a criteria I if given any learner M using hypothesis space H , one can effectively find a learner M using H as hypothesis space (for the class of languages which was I-learnt by M using H as hypothesis space).
Clearly, all acceptable numberings are optimal. Are there other optimal numberings? Definition 21. [JS08b] A numbering A 0 , A 1 , A 2 , . . . is called nearly acceptable iff there is a recursive function f such that A f (d,e) = W e whenever d ∈ W e . The nearly optimal numberings are effectively optimal for explanatory, vacillatory and behaviourally correct learning. They are also optimal for finite learning, but not necessarily effectively optimal for finite learning. Note that one can easily construct nearly acceptable numberings which are not acceptable.
The effectively optimal numberings for finite, explanatory and vacillatory learning are easy to characterize. A numbering ψ is said to be K-acceptable [CJS02] iff for any further numbering η, there exists a limiting recursive compiler [LZ93a] translating the indices of η to indices of ψ.
Theorem 22.
[JS08b] A hypothesis space H = H 0 , H 1 , H 2 , . . . of all r.e. sets is (a) effectively optimal for finite learning iff H is acceptable; (b) effectively optimal for explanatory learning iff H is K-acceptable; (c) effectively optimal for vacillatory learning iff there is a limiting-recursive function g such that, for all d, there is an e ≤ g(d) with H e = W d .
The following theorem gives the relation between optimal numberings for finite, explanatory, behaviourally correct and vacillatory learning.
Theorem 23. [JS08b] (a) For each I ∈ {TxtEx, TxtFin, TxtBc, TxtFex}, there are numberings which are optimal but not effectively optimal for I. (b) For any two distinct I and J in {TxtEx, TxtFin, TxtBc, TxtFex}, there is a numbering which is optimal for I but not optimal for J.
In (b) above, if I = TxtFin and (I = TxtEx or J = TxtFex), then we can even take the numbering to be effective optimal for I.
Another interesting result is that every (effectively) optimal numbering for TxtEx is also (effectively) optimal for consistent learning. On the other hand there are numberings which are effectively optimal for consistent learning but not optimal for finite, explanatory, vacillatory or behaviourally correct learning.
In learning with additional information, in addition to text for the language, learner is also provided with an upper bound on a grammar (in the hypothesis space) for the target language [FW79, JS93] . [JS08b] showed that the Kenumberings are exactly those hypothesis spaces which are optimal for learning with additional information.
